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"The major household appliance market experienced
continued steady, conservative growth sustained by
positive economic factors, coupled with a consistent

stream of appliance innovation. The market is challenged
by numerous factors, such as long replacement cycles.

However, manufacturers could accelerate growth by
appealing to evolving lifestyle-related interests."
- Rebecca Cullen,Household Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Reliant on a replacement market
• Adhere to modern lifestyles
• Smart needs to prove value
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Figure 21: Purchase driven by home renovation/remodel, by repertoire of appliance intent to purchase, January 2020
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Smart appliances need to improve value proposition
Figure 30: Attitudes toward smart appliances, by age, parental status, January 2020

Increasing efficiency holds strongest appeal
Figure 31: Smart appliance areas of interest, January 2020

Waste reduction, improved functionality reach widest audience
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Figure 34: Total US retail sales and forecast of major household appliances, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2014-24
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